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Gala celebration for Huld a Crooks' 92nd 6irth.da¥ planned
A gala birthday celebration
honoring Lorna Linda Univer~
sity's own Hulda Crooks will b~

held Thursday, May 19, at the
Maruko Hotel - San Bernar~
dino Convention Center in San

Bernardino.
Affectionat ely know~ as
"Grandma Whitney" for her 23

climbs of Mt. Whitney, Mrs.
Crooks has climbed the highest
'mountain in the lower 48 states,
since age 64. Last year, she
became an instant cele~r-ity in
Japan by dimbing Japan's.
highest mountain, 12,388~foot
Mt. Fuji, onjuly 24, at the age
of 91.
Invited to the May 19 event
are numerous leaders i,n government ·a nd business plus sports
and entertainme nt celebrities.
A ~pedal invitation is extend..
ed to all Lorna Linda University
and Lorna Linda University
Medical Center employees and
to the local . community to at..
tend the celebration .
. Tickets, which are taxdeductible, are available th!Ough
the School of Public Health at
$50 per person. All proceeds
from Mrs. Crooks' birthday par~ .
ty will benefit the School of
Public Health student tuition
fund.
Mrs. Crooks has been a guest
on several television shows in ..
eluding the Johnny Carson

Tonight Show and the Wil
Shrinner Show.
Her ex~raordinary achieve,
ments have received nationwide
attention through the .Print and
electronic media. Following her
climb of Mt. Fu)i, Mrs. Crooks
was named "Person of the
Week" by ABC's Nightly News

Hulda Crooks
with P~ter Jennings.

Additiona information and
dinner reserVations for the event
may be obtained by telephoning
the School of Public Health at
(714) 824A546.

Medical Cente r slates Faith
Festival 1988 for May 21
Faith Festival 1988, a celebra~ Services.
tion of the history, faith, and
The names of all Medical
hope of Lorna Linda University Center employees and all peo ..
Approximate ly 500 people attended the La Sierra campus Health Fair Expo on April 17
Medical Center and of the Lorna ple trained at the Medical
to take advantage of vital health.. c~re services. Offered at the Health Fair Expo were free
Linda community, will be held. Center during the past year will
screenings for height, weight, blood pressure, vision, and - for a fee of $15 - an optional ~
Saturday, May 21, in the Univer.. be printed as the background of
32-part blood chemistry screening.. Blood chemistry reJuits are mailed to each participant
sity Church.
the church bulletin that day.,
within three to five weeks after the fair. The La Sierra c~mpus event also offered free imA liturgical service in which
All Medical Center employees
munizations in addition to screenings for podiatry, pulmonary function, and hearing. 'Educa25 persons- mostly LLUMC and their families, as well as
tional exhibits included booths on rape crisis, child abuse, eating disorders, and cancer
· employees - will participate is community residents, are invited
prevention.
scheduled at both 8:30 a.m. and to attend this annual celebration ·
11:15 a.m.
of the history, faith, and purpose
Music will be provided by of the Lorna Linda tradition.
Another Peace, a student ocal
group from the La Sierra campus
of Lorna Linda University. This Women's Club
plans
An exhihition, Homage to contemporar y art.
quiring contemporary American group won the McDonald's
Picasso, opened at the Roy and
Included in this exhibition are art by leading artists. The Foun~ Gospel Choir' Contest in the spring fashion show
Frances Brandstater Gallery on ' paintings by Donald Beacher, dation is assembling an impor~
Shrine · Auditorium in Los
A spring fashion show· in ..
the La Sierra campus on Mon~ D(lvid Bowes, Ronnie Cutrons; tant collection. which attempts Angeles
in 1987.
eluding
clothes for graduations,
day, May 9 ·and will ·continue Futura 2000, Keith Haring, Brett to represent the best of contem~
Mike Charles, a professional vacations, and weddings will be
through Thursday, June 9.
de Palma, Herve di Rosa, and porary paintings and sculpture in actor from Riverside, will per..
held on Monday, May 9, at 7
A public reception is sched\11~ Kenny Scharf, all active artists . the 1980s.
form a dramatization depicting p.m. at the Bernard Brandstater
ed for Sunday, May 15, from 2 ~ of the 1980s. The· artists have
The Brandstater Gallery hours the essence of the caring home.
to 5 p.m.
overtly borrowed many of Picas~ are: Monday through Thursday, physician.
Sponsored by the Lorna Linda
This collection of paintings, so's images and integrated them 9 a.m . to 12 noon, and 1 to 5
Brooke Lawson, a nurse, will University Women's Club, the
originally assembled by Tony ·with their own style and vision . p.m. ; Friday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon;
relate the story of the return of fun and refreshments are open
Shafarzi.of the Shafarzi G allery
This collection of paintings is and Saturday, 2 to 5 p.m. or by Ulysses, from Homer's Odyssey.
to all, with a minimal fee for
in New York for an international on loan from the Eli Broad Fami~ appointment .
A brief homily, "Give Me a . non,member s.
art exposition in Zurich, Swit z~ ly Foundation of Los Angeles. ·
For more information, call the
Mountain," will be presented by
For more information, or to
erland, illustrates the cont inu ~ The Eli Broad Foundat ion was art department at (714)
M . Jerry Davis, ReiD, chairman make reservations, call (714)
ing influence of Pablo Picasso on established for tile purpose of ac~: 785 ~2170 .
o f the LLUMC Chaplain 824,2986 or 796 ..8688.

Pic~sso influenc~

--

to be-seen in La Sierra art exhibit
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Everett Gooch, president of Lorna Linda Community Hospital, presents a certificate of .a pprecia..
Dorothy Hagar, coordinator for the Lifeline program, holds up
tion to Evelyn Amador (center), who has worked more than 7,000 volunteer hours at LLCH. : a button.. model beeper used by program subscribers when they
Louise Coffman (right), director of volunteer services at CQmmunity Hospital, holds a pen to
need to call. for help.
be presented to Mrs. Amador.
.

Cornrn~nity Hospital voluntee-rs recognized for. outstanding_ service
Lorna Linda Community
Hospital (LLCH) honored its
volunteers at its annual
volunteer recognition luncheon
on'Wednesday, April20, in But,
I
teifield Hall at rhe hospital.
Guests were welcomed - by
Everett J. Gooch, president of
LLCH, and louise Coffman, the
hospital's director of volunteer
services. Haysm~r Cox, chap,
lain, offered the invocation, and
Heather Ferguson, teen volun,
teer, played the piano.
Following the buffet lunch,
eon, Mr. Gooch thanked the
volunteers for their contribu,
tions to LLCH. "It is such in,
dividuals as you that make a
community a community:' he
said.
He expressed special thanks
for the monetary contribution
from the gift shop profits that
were given for the Lifeline pro,
gram. Volynteers run the gift
shop and over the past several
years have donated $12,925 in
profits for Lifeline.
Because of the volunteers' ef,
forts, Mr. Gooch said, Lifeline
"is out there serving the com,
munity each day and each
night."
Louis~ Coffman, who has
been director of the volunteers
at LLCH for three years, also ex,
pressed her appreciation to the
volunteers for all that they give
on a continuing basis to the

a

[~. .

hospital.
"I ihope you know how much
we do appreciate your time; time
is so precious;' she said.
The featured speaker at the
luncheon was Dorothy Hagar,
coordinator for - the Lifeline
program.
"Dorothy put the Lifeline pro,
gram together;' Mr. Gooch
stated.
Lifeline enables elderly per,
sons to live in their own homes
and be independent, through·
the use of a · special home
telephone unit, a portable
beeper (which looks like a large,
rectangular button) worn around ·
the neck, and a response center.
The system is also available to
medically at,risk persons, such
as those with serious disabilities,
as well as to parents of babies
who are critically ill or who are
on apnea monitors because they
may experience an episode of
oxygen deprivation.
Locally, Lifeline is being of,
fered jointly by LLCH, Lorna
Linda University Medical Cen,
ter, Jerry L. Pettis Memorial
Veterans Hospital, and Redlands
Community Hospital. The re,
sponse center is located at
LLCH.
The home telephone units
and portable beepers are pur,
chased by the hospitals and are
rented to qualifying area resi ~
dents for a $20 monthly fee,

"Where is the nearest motel to stay?

NEW MANAGEMENT! NEW OWNERSHIP!
Enjoy clean and comfortable ' rooms at .

-~~~ C::> [LOMA LINDA MOTEL
•

_ I -

Two blocks to Loma Linda University & Medical Center
• Direct bus to VA hospital & shoppln_g center

24532 UNIVERSITX AVE., LOMA LINDA
FOR RESERVATION: (71~ 796·0134
Student rate is also available (10 required)

with the exception of the VA
subscribers, for whom there is no
charge. When the subscriber no
longer needs the. home tele,
phone unit and portable beeper,
they are . turned in to the
hospital, which assigns them to
another subscriber.
'
The response ce~ter make a ·
monthly test call to each
subscriber to be sure that his or
her unit is working . correctly. _
In addition to the button,
model beeper, there are models
that can be operated by sipping
or puffini on a straw. These are
designed for persons who are
unable to push a button - per,
haps because of severe arthritis
or paralysis.
When a Lifeline subscriber
needs help, he or she activates
the telephone device, which
causes the telephone to dial a
preprogrammed number that
rings in the emergency .response
center at LLCH. Everyone who.
works in the emergency area at
the hospital has received orien,
tation on how to respond to
Lifeline calls, Mrs. Hagar said .
When a call comes in, the
responder dials the subscriber's
number in an effort to determine
the nature of the problem. If the
subscriber is unable to answer,
the responder alerts one or more
members of a network of rela,
tives, friends , or neighbors liv,
ing within 10 minutes of the
subscriber. All have been train,
ed in advance to answer this
emergency summons.
If the response center is
unable to reach any ~f these per,
sons, emergency rescue services
are sent to the subscriber's home.
"The average time for help to
reach the home of the subscriber
is four minutes;' Mrs. Hagar
stated .
Holding up one of the beep,
ers, Mrs. Hagar said, "Many peo,
ple call this 'button' their guar,
dian angel:' She then related
stories about several subscribers
who have been helped or whose
lives have been saved by the
Lifeline system.

The Lifeline program in the
Lorna Linda,Redlands area be,
gan in July, 1984, with 10 beep,
ers. Sixty units are now in
operation.
"In th~ past four years;' .Mrs.
Hagar stated, "320 people have

-. rr; -

subscribed to the program, and
400 legitimate help,needed calls
have been received:'
Following her presentation,
Mrs. Hagar showed a video
about the Lifeline program.
Please tum to page 7

Ben and Margie White
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Janitorial Services
Residential, Commercial, and New Construction Sites

(714) 796·9355

Free Estimates
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The Custom Pool. and Spa Builder
24913 Redlands Blvd.
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Thousands More ATMs for ,
Redlands Federal.Customers.
- --.••

WSI4NTTBJ£R"I.I
PayPoint

Next time you take off (for the beach or
wherever), you won't need to worry about .
cash.
Redlands Federal has joined the Instant
Teller ATM network, giving you access to
thousands of Automated Teller Machines
from Coast to Coast.
Just look for an ATM with any of the
.
symbols displayed above.
You can get cash 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Even charge gasoline and conven- .

NATIONET

ienc'e store items. Get traveler's checks, too.
If you'd like to have cash "at your
fingertips" wherever your travel takes you,
make the short trip to a Redlands Federal
office to open your account.
Our nationwide, 24-hour ATM card
comes with every Redlands Federal
checking or savings account.

ml Redlands Federal Savings
REDLANDS MALL•

REDLANDS MAIN•

CORONA•

300 E. State Street, 793-2391

1240 Border Ave., 734-8110

158 Redlands Mall, 793-0202

BANNING•

CORONA

RIVERSIDE*

3170 West Ramsey, 849-5676

1191 Magnolia Ave., Suite C, 371-2877

1651 University Ave., 787-0410

BEAUMONT•

FONTANA•

SAN BERNARDINO•

8501 Sierra Ave., 822-2256

BIG BEAR*

SOUTH FONTANA*

2200 E. Highland Ave.,
885-3865/862-4161

41969 Big Bear Blvd., 866-5821

9885 Sierra Ave., 829-0581

YUCAIPA•

CALIMESA

LOMA LINDA*

34580 Yucaipa Blvd., 797-0181

· . 777 Beaumont Ave., 845-3151

11 39 Calimesa Blvd., 795-8953

COLTON•
615 N. La Cadena Dr., 825-2821

25487 Barton Road, 796-0226

NORCO•
2900 Hamner Ave.,
7 5-840 /785-6270

•t4 convenient Redi-Banking Automated Teller Machine locations to serve you in the Inland Empire.

F LIC
......

-

................
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Various themes occur repeatedly in dif,
could be titled, "The Story of Leaving
the Adventist Church."
ferent versions of "The Story of Leaving
As I read, please imagine the former the Adventist Church.:' Mildred's story il,
Adventist is talking personally to you. lustrates themes like:
What would your response be to that per,
• I·didn't have the "spiritual experience"
son? Would fear create defensiveness or other people talk about. ·
withdrawal in you? Or would you respond · • I ain profoundly disillusioli~d by the
in a healing vJay? As I read, notice what lack of integrity I saw in Adventist in,
, you would say I do in response to the one dividuals or subgroups.
• I was annoyed by lifestyle that seem,
who is speaking.
The story of a former Adventist has ed very embarrassing and foolish to me.
While some people find the church "too
many versions, of course, and many
chapters. Here are _selected portions as strict;' others explain as they leave, that
told by Mildred Bennett:
the church is not strict enough.
In May of 1986, I received ''An Open
'"I recall so much of my ... days (at an
Several weeks ago, Diane Forsythe, a why don't you just accept it? It seems to Adventist college). I remember Letter of Confession'' from a dear friend.
member of the Lorna Lit1fla University be a fact of life:' It doesn't work that way September 1927 when I am 18. Belle, my This came as he left his teaching position
Church pastoral staff, presented .the message when we're experiencing the pain of leav, older sister, has been at college one year at an Adventist college, and not long
"Will you also go away?" during the church ing or being left.
already. Weve seen a style where the girls before he withdrew membership from the
worship hour.
Today I want to ~o two things: First, make puffs over their ears. Someone has Adventist Church. Here are portions of his
; Because of its relevance, Pastor Forsythe's I want to invite two groups of people to · told us that the prostitut~ in Paris wear letter:
February 20, 1988, sermon is reprinted here. listen to, and be open with each other. their hair that way because their ears have
"I am convicted that (God) wants a ,peo'
ple who will totally follow Him. He wanted
with permission.
The other thing I want to do is invite rotted off from evil diseases.
"Week of prayer in college seems more this of the Israelites, but they rejected Hun.
each of those two groups to rndical com,
I read something the other day that sort mitment to Jesus Christ as a way to meet sophisticated than in academy but I make .He desired the same of the early Chris,
of puts together what's happening in a their own, not the other's needs.
no progress toward that 'giving my heart tia~ but in a short time they also left His
In a sentence: This sermon is an in, to Jesus: I decided to pray all ~ight and leading.
lot of churches- including our own:
"Paul saw this departure starting to-creep
"In April of 1985, Wall Street lawyer vitation ~o mutual listening and radical maybe I will get a vision. Belle has gone
Richard Yao and banker James luce plac, commitment to Jesus Christ.
to sleep before I creep out of bed and in during his time. Again the same history
ed a two,line classified ad in the Village
The two groups I'm referring to ar~ kneel. I don't know how long I have been repeats itself with the Protestants who were
\bice to announce the formation of a .new former Adven~ists and current Adventists. there when I hear Belle's voice, 'What's His church at one time .. ..
"Then the Adventist(s) were called out .
group, Fundamentalists Anonymous (FA). .I can't expect very many who have left the matter with you?' 'Nothing!' I get into
The question for me and for us as a church
The pair hoped to get a few encourag, the church to be here today; but still I bed.
, ing responses. Instead, they received 500 hope some of them hear this sermon. It
"Mama had made Belle and me yellow is, 'Are we going to follow the same path
calls from around the country.... Less is for them. It is also for those who dresses with ·black polka dots, exactly and let God down?'
"Based on my conviction I have to con,
alike. In mine she had sewn short sleeves
than three years later, they have 4.6 haven't left. And it's for a third group since I am going back to Union College fess that I have not let Him lead complete,
chapters, 40,000 members and a national everybody else who's listening.
office in New York City, for which Yao
Our Scriptural focus is John 6. What and the rules prohibit sleeveless clothes. ly in my life and (in) my profession as a
"She has left Belle's dress sleeveless, but teacher and counselor:'
has left his legal care~r to become ex, a chapter! It begins with Jesus feeding
ecutive director.
/
(Then my friend explains five of the ways
a large Bertha collar covers her arms. At
thousands of people - maybe 10,000 "There's obviously an incredible need with a boy's lunch. The people ded de the campmeeting the wind blows Belle's he feels he has let God down, adding,
out there," says Yao, whose only training "This must be a prophet, let's make him collar up and someone sees her bare arms. "These are but a few of the ways I feel I
·
in psychology was a few courses while at, t king!"
Some old lady cens~re~ her for immodes, have let my Lord down ... :')
He concluded his three,page Open Let,
·Avoiding that, Jesus withdrew. That ty and (her new husband) explodes with
tending Yale Divinity School. The need,
he says, comes from the "fundamentalist evening the disciples start across the lake fury. What business has anyone passing ter of Confession by saying, ''Accompany,
ing, you will find a copy of 'Abomination
mindset;' a tendency to be authoritarian, and get caught in a stonn. Jesus came to judgment on his wife's clothes?"
The summer after Mildred graduated, of Desolation: I believe there is a good
intolerant, and compulsive about control. them, and together they all reach the
Yao claims that this mindset often other shore. Next day the miracle'Seeking the president of the college asked her to chance that this could happen and I want
my friends to be aware of the possibility
causes intense fear and guilt, inability to crowd finds Jesus and asks, "Rabbi, when teach Spanish during summer school.
She was delighted. During that sum, and take it into consideration in their
talk about the fundamentalist experience, did you get here?"
lives:'
depression, loneliness, low self,esteem,
· The 19.-page paper he enclosed includ,
aversion to authority, and anger over the
ed these thoughts:
time lost while in the fold:' (Psychology
Jesus didn't want to be left alone either. Hi~ loneliness was
"So these abominations that are recorded
Today, January 1988, page 6().)
Leaving the fold, and being left, are different than ours in some important ways; for example, it in Ezekiel8'occur in our church, our pro,
fessed SDA church:'
'
what we're talking about today. Leaving
didn't include clinging to others. But still, he did not want
"The comet is coming. The abomina,
happens across Adventism and in every
tion occurs after the comet has come. We
to be. left alone.
·
other Christian denomination.
should look for it arwtime. After it comes
General Conference statistics indicate .
we are, most decidedly, to flee, if not
83,979 persons left or were missing ftom
sooner. And if we do not, we will be
the Adventist church in 1986. That is 1.8
percent of the membership at the begin,
Then follows an intense dialogue where mer she had extra ti~e to read papers for deceived:'
Listen to yet another dimension of "The
ning of that year.
Jesus makes it very clear that He - the a college Bible teacher.
She said, "We talk every day about Story of Leaving the Adventist Church:'
That percentage was down a little from One they are talking to - is the Bread
the two percent that left during 1985. that came from Heaven and they will live religion ... :' This was one person who Sometimes professional people, for exam,
Those individuals are no longer members. forever by feeding on Him. "This is a hard heard her questions, and helped her with ple, some medical and dental professionals
There is a larger percentage who leave, teaching, who can accept it?" is their her spiritual quest. 'How do I find (what leave because of apparent burnout.
The classroom and clinical experiences;
the wise virgins had)? I have been trying
becoming inactive, but retaining their response.
"From this time many of His disciples all my life, but I don't have it; she told the the "medical 'st:l\dent I then resident I then
membership.
attending physician I then chief'' ordering
Nearly ~3 percent of the membership turned back and no longer followed Bible teacher.
Later that year, he was dismissed from of life; the volume of material to master
in each of four Protestant churches was Him:' Looking at the twelve, Jesus ask,
his position for teaching heresy. He broke in a limited time; the multiple, direct ex,
inactive, according to one study prepared ed, "Will you also go a~ay?"
by John Savage. He is a United Methodist / He didn't ask, "Will you also go away under the pressure, was hospitalized in a posures to devastating disease, suffering and
death; the incessant on-duty and on'Call
pastor widely known among Christians from Adventism?" - or from any other mental institution and died soon after.
Mildred was devastated, and at his clinical hows that often prevent them from
of all denominations for his ministry denomination. Christian denominations
through LEAD Consultants to inactive didn't exist when he asked that question. funeral vowed, "I will leave this place. I participating in the life of the church at
will go out into the world where people wo~hip or other time - all of this pushes
Jesus asked; "Will you also go away members.
Since leaving happens so much, why from me?" I believe he still asks that ques, do not pretend to be God's Chosen People' them toward burnout. In the intense pro,
don't we "just accept it" as the fact of tion. What will our answer be when He
At the 50th anniversary of her grndua, cess, some professional persons become ~
life it seems to be? .T hat might be possi, asks us, "Will you also go away?"
tion from college, Mildred was elected hausted and cynical and find help for sur,
The way we answer that question is so president of the golden club, and invited viving in places other than the church.
ble if leaving and being left ne\ter become
Another "theme" from the story has sur,
important - whether we leave or to come and lecture. She wrote: "I can,
personal, but it always does.
not believe that I am an accepted person faced twice recently, once when listening
I wouldn't ask a couple that is facing whether we are left.
to a speaker, and once in a one,to,
I'm going to read portions of what on this campus:'
divorce, "Since divorce happens so much,

Will
you
.

also · go away?

TODAY

one conversation. It is what I'll call the
"churches within the church" theme. The
person may experience their local church
as a social church; a belief,gystem chuoch;
a political organization, or any combination of these and other kinds of "churches within the church:' ·
The man I was talking with said that
he was always glad, at any age, when
something came up and the)r couldn't get
to church. But, as. a teenager, he did enjoy playing the piano for Sabbath School
when he had to go.
, Now he· finds himself enjoying "the
music fellowship" again. The same ·person defended the "belief,gysten'l church"
loQ.g after he quit attending. The subchurch that seems to be missing for him
and the speaker I heard recently, is the
"personal~xperience-in-Christ Church:' .

Radical commitment
calls for focusing on _
Jesus Christ, not on the
miracle.

Another theme that is not easily apparent to either the one who leaves, or
to those who are left, could be cailed the
"independence striving" theme. Some
people leave the church as a way of
separating from certain people in their
lives, and working out their own
identities.
Th~se are some of the themes, and illustrations of them, in "The Story of
Leaving the Adventist Church." . How
would you respond to those who tell the
story? Here's a parable that may help you
recognize your response. Can you identify with any of the servants in this story?
The owner of a large house went away.
He left the house in charge of his servants, each with an assigned tasfc To the
servant at the door he said, "Keep watch
because you do not know when the
owner of the house will come back whether in the evening, or at midnight,
or when the rooster crows, or at dawn.
If he comes suddenly, do not let him find
you sleeping. "Watch!" With that the
owner left, and the servants served.
Faithfully the watching servant watched the door, and the road beyond so he
could catch the first glimpse of the owner
when he returned. One day he mused,
"If I were thoroughly watchful, I would
look indoors as well as out?'
So he did and his alert eye discovered
that a managing servant was gone. Immediately he called the servants together
by the door. "What happened to our
missing servant?" he asked.
A staunch servant said, "Servants who
leave here are very foolish. This house
is comfortable and safe. It's dangerous
outside. Foolish, foolish servant!"
A messenger servant ·said, "It has been
reported that our missing servant left one
dark night just after midnight. Someone
else reported that she is serving in
another household; one without careful
watchers at the door!"
A timid, but very responsible servant
said, "I must have done something
wrong, or managing · servant wouldn't
have left. Oh, dear me, what have I
done?"
An upbeat, maintenance servant said,
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I. am speaking on this topic because I
"It's important for us to maintain a secure
and happy environment here in the have experienced the loss and grief of behquse among ourselves. Let's be glad were ing left. Two of the dearest people in my
still here instead of listening to negative life left the Adventist church. I wanted
things from her."
them to understand me, and to be inAn advisor servant who didn't hear terested in what I'm ~oing. But sharing
well said, 'We must love servants who who I am and what I'm .doing may be
leave, even though they are sinners. I saw "pushing religion:' and I haven't wanted
her recently in the market place and I to do that. Instead I've felt profoundly
told her, 'You are always welcome lonely.
whenever you want to repent and come
back:"
A simple, wise ervant, known most of Radical commitmentall for being present, said, "It hasn't been
the same for me since our missing ser- calls for letting Jesus
vant left. I enjoyed her. I'm lonesome for
leave _some of our ques. .
her. What's happening with our missing
tions unanswered while
servant? Has anyone asked herr'
/
No one spoke.
· H~ leads us to the
One teacher servant and a relative of
questions we need to be
the missing servant had heard her tell
"reasons why" she planned to leave. But asking.
they knew the wise servant was asking
about more than hearing a list of
"reasons:' Wise servant wanted to know
if anyone had heard the missing servant.
Jesus didn't want to be left alone either.
There . was silence. No one had.
His loneliness was different than ours in
How do you listen? How do I listen? some important ways; for example, it
Our answer to Jesus' question, "Will you didn't include clinging to others. But still,
also go away?" can free us to listen well, he did not want to be left alone.
Acknowledging how lonely we feel
wlieth~r we are the one who leaves or the
one who is left. Let's explore that .ques- when we are "left" is a most important
tion and our answer to it. But first, let's first step in ''being present" with someone
consider how Jesus felt as he asked it.
who has left the church.
I believe Jesus asked that question with
· In addition tQ_ identifying with Jesus as
enormous love and feeling. He spoke he asked, "Will you also go away?" we also
straight out of loss and grief. As he spoke, can, and must identify with being ask-ed
he dreaded even more loss and grief. the question, "will you also go away?"
Beyond that, He spoke out of the
In John 6, many did, and some didn't
mysterious and larger pathos we . can't go away. Will we respond by going away,
even imagine - the heart of God refus- ·or wil we respond like Peter with "radical
ing to let go, and yet dreading the commitmerlt"? More about that word
thought that it may be necessary to let "radical" later.
go. What makes me think Jesus spoke
John 6 reveals several things that ipstraight out of loss and grief?
fluence the choice for I against "radical
Verse 66 of John 6 says, "From this time commitment:' I'll list eight of them, and
many of His disctples turned back and, then comment briefly on each:
- no longer followed Him:'
1. Demonstration of power.
By the time Jesus asked the question
2. Independent Jesus.
'in verse 67, he had lost many disciples
3. Present Truth.
already. I believe Jesus experienced grief
4. My focus.
with loss, like we do. When he turned
5. The Il).arvelous miracle and strongs
to the 11, he spoke as a mourner who winds of paradox.
dreaded more loss and grief, "Will you
6. Unanswered questions.
also go away?"
7. The pull of popularity and
influence.
• ••••••••••••••••
8. Ignored good intentions.

Radical commitment
calls for meeting Jesus
Christ in the storm as
well as in the -miracle.

We experience something like Jesus ex'..
perienced when people we love - leave.
When loved ones leave, it has a powerful affect. A friend asked me why I'm
preaching on this topic today.
I said that 100n after I came here, I participated in a baby dedication. After the
first service, so~eone mentioned that a
lot of people come for baby dedications
that don't come to chuoch much at other
times. I sat on the rostrum during second
service thinking, "I would love to talk
to the people who aren't here very often:'
As I began preparing this sermon as a
way to at least talk with them in mind,
if not directly to them, it seemed to me
like there was another reason I chose this
topic. As I thought about that, I realiz1
ed what it was.

Demonstration of power. At the first
of the story in John 6 we are told that
the people followed Jesus because they
saw the miraculous signs he performed.
Yet many miracle-observers turned back
and no longer followed Him (verse 66).
Do I withhold radical commitment
because I don't see -the power of Christianity demonstrated? If I saw the power
of Christianity demonstrated, would that
confirm my commitment and keep me
from turning back and no longer following Him?
Radical commitment calls for a certain
kind of response to the demonstration of
power.
Independent Jesus. The people "intended to come and rp.ake Him king by
force" (verse 15). They wanted Him to
meet their needs, but not to define their
needs. Jesus said, "You're looking for me
because you think you can get out of me
what you want" (verse 16). They wanted
their kind of sign, their kind of evidence,
in their time (verses 30, 31). Jesus gave

them His kind of evidence.
Radical commitment calls for allowing
Jesus to be independent ..
Present Truth. The day after witnessing the miracle of thous~nds being fed,
the people asked Jesus, "What miraculous
sign then will you give ... ? What will you
do? Our forefathers·ate the manna in the
desert; ..." (verses 30, 31). It must happen like it happened with our forefathers
to convince us. But Jesus offered them
present truth instead.
Radical commitment calls for receiving present truth.

My focus. Do I believe in the miracle
or in the message of the miracle and the
One to whom it points? Many of the people who were glad to be miraculously fed
refused to continue following the One
who said, "I am the bread of life:' They
focused on the miracle instead of focusing on the One who performed the
miracle.
· Radical commttment calls for focusing
on Jesus Christ, not on the miracle.
The marvelous miracle and strong
winds of paradox. "When evening came,
His disciples went down to the lake;' and
before they knew it they were into strong
winds and rough waters. (verses 16-18).
But hadn't they just seen the power of
Christ wonderfully demonstrated? What
went wrong? Where was He now? What
good was that miracle, i.f this storm was
about to destroy them?
Radical commitment calls for meeting
Jesus Christ in the storm' as well as in the
miracle.
Unanswered questions. "Rabbi, when
did you get here?" (verse 15). There were
times, like this one, when Jesus did not
answer their questions. The problem was
not that they asked a question. Jesus
didn't reprimand people for asking questions. The problem was that they were
not open to those times when their question needed to be changed. When they
asked Jesus, "When did you get here?"
they needed instead to be asking "Why
have I come looking for Him?"
Radical commitment calls for letting
Jesus leave some of our questions
unanswered while He leads us to the
questions we need to . be asking.

Radical commitment
calls for receiving
present truth.

·The pull of popularity and influence.
A lot of people - informed, influential
people - decided not to follow Jesus.
People who did follow Him did it against
the "considered, best judgment" of
respected leaders.
John 6 calls us to follow Jesus even
when the crowd, and respected leaders
of the crowd, decide not to. Living in a
highly individualized society as we do, we
may not think this one is a challenge.
Yet think again what it takes to go against
the considered, best judgment of leading
scientists, for example.
Radical commitment calls for following Jesus even if the crowd, or leading

Please turn to page 6.

Will . you-- also go away?.
Continued from page 5
authorities don't.

Ignored gOOd intentions.
can imagine the people thought
Jesus ignored their good
in,t entions.
Radical commitment calls for
choosing revelation about
ourselves rather than resistance
to Jesus' superior understanding
of us.
Those are eight thoughts from
the story that can help us under,
stand what's involved in answer,
ing Jesus' question, "Will you
also go away:' They point us back
to the meaning of "radical"
commitment.
Listen to these three defini,
tions of "radical" from Webster:
1. Of, relating to, or pro,
ceeding from a root.
2. Of or relating to the origin:
fundamental.
3. Marked by a considerable
departure.from the usual or tradi,
tional: extreme. Tending or
disposed to making extreme
changes in existing views,
habits,
conditions,
or
institutions.
We aren't just talking about
"being radical:' We're talking
about responding to Jesus with
radical commitment. "Funda,
mentalist" is one of the
ynonyms given.
This reminds me of Jack Pro,
vonsha's talk in the current
"Ethics in Adventism" series
here at lDma Linda. I heard him
say he was not going to identify
with the "fundamentalist posi,
tion because it wasn't fundamen,
tal enough:'
I agree. "Fundamentalist" isn't
fundamental enough to describe
the radical response Jesus invites.
So what does capture the kind
of "radical" we're talking about?
Well, nothing else is quite like
it because there is no other rela,
tionship with a'nyone who is
totally uncompromising in both
accepting and transforming love
like Jesus is. But there are human
experiences that p~int in the
direction of that kind of radical ...
As I watched the Olympics ice
skating pairs, I observed radical
commitment. Personal invest,
ment; intensity combined with
a kind of effortlessness; prepara,
tion; concentration; risk - all
that and more are included.
Radical commitment to
Christ includes them too. Yet
the radical commitment of
Olympic athletes sometimes in,
elude dimensions that don't il,
lustrate what we're talking about.
For example, we're not talking
about effort invested for the rake
of earning something.
Another illustration of radical
commitment is what happens in
a healthy marriage when after 50
years husband and wife still love
and are still loyal to each other
- exclusively.
Radical commitment is what
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happens when parents have a
child and realize this is a 24,hour
a day, seven day a week commit,
ment ot love.
Radical commitment is what
·Peter expressed when he said:
"lmrl, to whom shall we, go? You
have the words of eternal life. We
believe and know that You are the
holy One of God:' John _6:68.
Radical commitment is
recognizing there is no place else
to get what Jesus offers; and
"radical" is refusing to look
someplace else, as if there were.
Radical commitment is finding
the only One worthy of first
place, and not offering that
place to anyone or anything else.
The message today is this:

radical commitment to Jesus acquainted with Jesus. Read the heart and feelings included. Feed
Christ is 'the way for those who Gospel stories as participant. on Him. Assimilate His life as
leave and those who are left to Read them realizing Jesus was not surely as you assimilate food, then
just giving "instructions" or His ways will become your ways,
respond to each other.
His love your love - the Word
Radical commitment to Jesus "teachings" to us.
In those stories He is giving made flesh will become flesh
Christ gives both groups the
security and freedom needed to Himself to us - His whole being, again in you.
really listen to and be present
with each other.
How do we get radical com,
Middlefork of Salmon River, Lower
mitment? Hear these radical
words from Jesus in answer to
Salmon River. Individual, group, or famithat questio.n : "I tell you the
ly. Experienced Licensed Adventist Outtruth, unless you eat the flesh of
fitter. S~bbath camps~ Vegetarian food.
the Son of Man and drink His
DRURY FAMILY
blood, you have no life in
Box 249
you .... The one who feeds on me will live because of me:' John
T.roy, Idaho 83871
6:53, 57.
(208) 835·2126
· Become, or stay, thoroughly

FLOAT.IDAHO WHITEWATER

''Dad was right.
You get wliat
you pay for.''·

More people choose
AT&T over any other long
distance service. Because,
with AT&T, it costs less
than you think to get the
service you expect, like
clearer connections,
24-hour AT&T operator
assistance, instant credit
on wrong numbers. And
the assurance that we can
put virtually every one
of your calls through the
first time. That's the genius
of the AT&T Worldwide
Intelligent Network.
So when it's time to
make a choice, remember,
it pays to choose AT&T.
If you'd like to know
more about our products
or services, like the
AT&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

ATa.T
The right choice.
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Continued from page 2
Persons wishing to inquire
about the eligibility re,
qu_irements for becoming a
Lifeline subscriber or who .wish
to make a .donation toward the
purchase of additional units may
call Mrs. Hagar at Lorna Linda
Community Hospital, telephone
(714) 796,6642.
A second presentation at the
luncheon was made by Jayn·e
Miller, coordinator of the events
at Lorna Linda University
Medical Center for organ and
tissue donor awareness week.
She discussed the importance of
organ and tissue donation_s and
urged those present to sign
donor cards and to make their
next'Of,kin aware of their wishes
in this regard.
Mrs. Miller, the mqther of
Nicholas, a toddler known to
the publk as Baby James, spoke
briefly about her ·son, who
received a heart transplant at
LLUMC at the age of 14 months
but died four months later.
She showed a video titled_"Or,
dinary Heroes" about organ and
tissue donation, and a brief video
of several ot the children who
received heart transplants at
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center when they were infants.
The Lorna Linda Community
Hospital volunteers present at
the luncheon then each receiv,
ed a pin, a pen, and a certificate
of appreciation.
The volunteer with the
greatest number of hours was
Evelyn Amador, who had amass,
ed 7,000 vo~unteer hours at
LLCH.
Mrs. Amador, a widow who
lives in Yucaipa, has worked in
the gift shop at Community
Hospital since November, 1980.
She regularly works three flays a
week, and occasionally more
often. .
'
"I enjoy my work tremendous,
ly:' Mrs. Amador says. "I love to
work with Louise; she is such a
nice person :•

Classes slated on self..
management of diabetes
"Disarming Diabetes:· a com,
prehensive program to help per,
sons with self,management of
diabetes, will be presented May
23, 24, and 25, from 8:30a.m.
to · 4:30 p.m., at Lorna Linda
Diabetes Center.
Preregistration i~ required. In,
teres ted persons should call (714)
824A783 or 1 (800) 233A901
immediately for a registration
form or for more information.

Prior to becoming a volunteer,
Mrs. Amador sold records and
tapes for Gilfettes Record Store
in Riverside for 20 years.
She h~s three grown children,
eleven grandchildren, and eight
great,grandchildren, ''with three
more on the way:' she remarks.
"Evelyn is so dedicated and
devoted to the ·gift sl}op," says
Louise Coffman. "She never
fails - I can always count on
her to be here whenever she's
scheduled. And she's willing to
come in and help out at other
times when I need her, too:'
Mrs. Amador is one of 50 vol,
unteers who contribute time on
a regular basis. to _assist Lorna
Linda Community H(_)spital in
a variety of ways.

WMA LINDA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
VOLUNTEER _AWARDS FOR 1988
7,000 hours

200 hours

Evelyn Amador

Esther Coffman
Emma Goffar
Wilford Goffar
Mary Pennington .
Eva Reeder
Betty Weischadle

500 hours
Isla Anderson
I:at Meyer
William Shaffer

400 hours
Francis Bell

,

300 hours
Clarence Hirst
Shirley John
Beverly Krick
Helen Mead
Valrie Rudge
Aileen Walters

100 hours
Sue Ferguson
Alberta Herzer
Betty Kissinger
Yani Osehan
Preciosa Pilar
Kerry Robles
Honorable Mention
(less than 100 hours)
Lillian Beaver

Jack Hoag
Maylene Jimenez
Claire Jones
Rachel Jones
Dorice Lindsey
Robert Lindsey
Lee Mattison
Ruth Moline
Tina Myers
Catherine Nahrup
Sharon Norland
Louis Pagnone
Betty Rosenquist
Jeff Smith
David Stephenson
Howard Wadleigh
Dixie Watkins
Joyce Young

200 hours
Amy Coffman

100 hours
Jennifer Mohr
Melissa Perkms
Kara Sue Watkin
Honorable mention
Angie Amott
I....auri_e Butler
Heather Ferguson
Michelle Kellar
Mateka Patterson

University 8nd .Hospital Employees
Get 4 ·Importan t TAX BREAKS
.when you participate in

THE SAlARY REOUCTION TAX SHELTERED ANNUIT.Y
• No Federal Taxes Withheld
• No State Taxes Withheld
• Tax-Free Compounding of your account u~til money is withdrawn
•Tax-Free loans from a ~ax sheltered annuity.
IMPORTANT
ADVANTAGES.

PROFESSIONALLY
MANAGED
PROGRAMS; ..

You own and control your account
You may stop your program ANYTIME
You may WITHDRAW money
You may change your investment goal:
anytime. ·
5) Complete review of your account
anytime.

1) High Interest Account
2) Variable Investment Accounts For:

1)
2)
3)
4)

• Growth-Capital Appreciation
• Income Plus Appreciation
• Capital Preservation - Money Market
Choose 1 or more investments with
flexibility to switch your account.

YOU MAY NOW BORROW MONEY FROM TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES
WITHOUT PAYING TAXES.
PLEASE RETURN THE ATTACHED CARD FOR MORE INFORMATION

ZAHORIK CO., INC., 251 S. LAKE AVE., PASADENA, CA. 91101

YES! 0 . I am interested in knowing more about a tax sheltered annuity program.
0
0
0

IRA Plans
TSA Loan Plan
I have a tax sheltered annuity and would like a comparison with a modern
updated TSA plan.

NAME

ERRATA
In the last issue of TODAY, we
indicated that dean's lists from
' the College of Arts and
Sciences and the School of
Business and Management.were
from the fall quarter. It should
have read "winter quarter:' ID
DAY regrets the error.
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_____~
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.[TODAY IN RESEA~CH

Jill Campbell, master control operator for L'LUMC's audiovisual se~ice, takes a telephone re..
·
quest from a ·nurse for a specific program to be shown on a patient's TV set.

U$ing a novel in vitro model, LLU researchers Benjamin
Lau, MD, PhD, (right) and Jeff Tosk report the effect 9f
neurohormones on macrophage function.

LLU immUnology ·re~earc,h
receives national recognition
Jeff Tosk, a doctoral biology student in the Graduate School
of lorna Linda Univexsity is the .recipient for one of five
prestigious Raymond W. Sarber Fellowship Awards provided
by the American Society for Microbiology (ASM). Mr. Tosk
has been invited to attend the Annual Awards Dinner spon-sored l5y ilie ASM ih Miatnt t3each, Florida, May 8, 1988.
The awai:d certificate and a check' covering travel expenses
to the annUal meeting will be presented to him by Barbara
lglewski, PhD, president of ASM. This year 13,000
microbiologists and related scientists from every state and
several countries are expected to attend the annual meeting.
The ASM chooses one outstanding graduate student from
each of the five divisions of the society for the award. Mr.
Tosk is selected to represent the immunology division on the
basis of his original .research contribution in cellular and
cancer immunology.
' On May 12, at the upcoming ASM meeting, Mr. Tosk will
give an oral and slide presentation entitled "Opioid peptide
modulation of reactive oxygen production in a murine
macrophage cell line:' .Coauthor of this paper is his major
professor Benjamin Lau, MD, PhD, professor of microbiology
and immunology, LLU School of Medicine. In this paper, the
LLU researchers will present their findings documenting the
link between the central nervous system and the immune
system using a novel in vitro model developed in their.
laboratory.
Their data demonstrate that the neurohormones from the
brain indeed affect the function of the macrophages - the
cells which play an imponant role in defense against cancer
and a variety of infections. According to these investigators,
this model provides them with much more consistent results
and at die same time greatly reduces the cost of the use of
animals, Mr. Tosk says.
Mr. Tosk and Dr. Lau's research has been recognized by col~
leagues at both national and international scientific com,
munities. In December 1987, Mr. Tosk was invited by the ~
Society for Free Radical Research to present his work in a
meeting held at Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine, Lon..
don, with expenses paid by the host organization. Previous..
ly, he and Dr. Lau have been. invited to present their research
in tumor immunology in Greece. Denmark, Belgium, and
the Netherlands.
Mr. Task earned a bachelor's degree in biology from State
University of New York at New Palz, received a master of
arts degree from LLU in 1986, and has since worked towards
a Phb degree in the laborato,Y of Dr. lau·. Outing his graduate
study at LW, Mr. Tosk has authored five scientific papers
·, and two book chapters.

Four health ed channels offered for patients
In an effort to help patients
regain and maiptain health,
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center provides a variety of
health programs for th~ patients
and their families on four televi,
sion channels available in the
patients' rooms. Programs are
scheduled Monday through Fri·
day, from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
"He~lth Watch TV 14" broad,
casts wellness and lifestyle,
improvement programs, along
with entertainment.
"Heartbeat TV 16" provides
cardiac information with a wide
variety of programs that inform
and teach. This channel pre,
sents general facts about the
heart and circulation and em,
phasizes preventive measures
such as smoking cessation, diet
impr0vement, and regular
exercise.
"Baby Talk TV 18" is for new ·
parents on the maternity w.ing.
The programs on this channel
help parents learn the basics of
caring for a newborn, such as
how to diaper and feed the baby.
Other interesting topics include
sibling rivalry, fathering, safety,
and caring for a sick 'child.
" 'Qn,Call' TV· 17" offers a
variety of request programs f~r
patient education. Patients may
choose from a library of special

instructional programs about
surgeries or special procedures,
diseases, and medical treatments
or tests. A call from the patient's
doctor, nurse, or dietitian to the
master control station at exten,
-sion 625~ is all that it takes to
schedule a program on this
channel.
"We consult with medical per,
sonnel, and we carefully preview
and select programs that will of,
fer the best information for pa,
tients and their families," says
Janis Tucker, RN, media special,
ist for patient education at
LLUMC. "It is helpful-for them
to be able to view a video as well
as to receive information and in,
structions verbally from a physi,
dan, nurse, or dietitian. Seeing
something helps to reinforce the
information.
"We feel;' she states, "that the
programs help the patient and
family feel more secure."
The programming is a help to
nurses also. While a patient is
viewing a program, the nurse
can be attending to other duties.
When the program is finished,
the nurse can talk with the pa,
tient about the information .
presented and answer any ques,
tion.s the patient may have.
The patient TV master con,
trol room is open from 8 a.m. to .

5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Because it is necessary to keep
the programs precisely on
schedule, however, the master
control. operator will not be able
to answer the telephone or help
walk,in employees on the hour
and half,hour, while programs
are being changed.
For the employees' conve,
nience, an answering machine
will take telephone messages
during those times.
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Nursing sophomore wins grant. in,aid
froni Delta Kappa Gamma honor society

TODAY is a nonprofit news publication
of Lorna Linda University, Lorna Linda
University Medical Center, and Adventist
Health System /Lorna Linda, operated

Jennifer Ann Meltzer, a sopho,
more nursing student, was recent,
ly named winn~r of a $510 grant,

under the auspices of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
Advertising accepted for publication in
TODAY is intended to be a service to the

Computer competency
class to be offered
A computer competency class
for the Macintosh and IBM
compatibles will be offered on
the La Sierra campus on Sunday,
May 16 and May 22.
Advance reservations are re,
quired. Co t of the cla swill be
$50 per e ion.
For more in~ rmation, call'
(714) 785,2333.

in-aid from the Coos Bay, Oregon,
Rho Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma, an international honor
society for women educators ..
Each year the chapter gives
spring·term tuition awards equal
to the cost at an Oregon state,
supponed college. Any student
who has completed two years of
college is eligible to apply, provid,
ed he or she is a graduate of a
high school in Coos Bay, North
Bend,Bandon,~port,R wers
or Myrtle Point. There is no
restriction on the college attend,
ed or the bac~alaureate degre
program.
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